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Abstract

Three typts of drift chambers are being constructed for the Fermilab D0 experiment.

The construction and readout of these chambers stress good spatial resolution, good two hit

separation, and dE/dx. A 106 MHz FADC system with hardware zero suppression is being

constructed to readout this system.
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1. Introduction

The D0 detector is presently being constructed to investigate pp interactions at

Fermilab. Since this detector has no central magnetic field, the central tracking portion is

very compact. It is designed for good spatial resolution of individual particles, good two track

separation, and dE/dx to distinguish singly-ionizing tracks from doubly-ionizing tracks created

by 7 conversions. The details of the D0 detector are covered more completely elsewheretl].

The central tracking detector consists of four distinct elements. Figure 1 shows a

side view of one quarter of the central tracking detector. The vertex detector is a set of

three layers of cylindrical drift chambers just outside of the beam tube. The transition

radiation detector lies just outside of the vertex chamber and consists of three concentric

layers of polypropylene foils followed by radial drift X-ray detectors. This detector is now

completed and its test results are being covered in a separate presentation to this conference.

Outside of the transition radiation detector is the outer central tracking detector. This

cylindrical detector is comprised of four layers of axial wire chambers. In addition to these

central detectors there are also the forward/backward drift chambers. These consist of two

types of chambers, theta and phi. The theta chambers have wires aligned along cartesian

coordinates and give a measure of a track's 6 relative to the beam direction. The phi

chambers have radial wires and measure the track's azimuthal angle $. Each of the tracking

detectors will be described in more detail.

2. Vertex Chambers

The vertex chambers, which are being constructed at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,

have been tested at atmospheric pressure with dimethyl ether, a non-saturated gas[2]. The

chambers are configured with jet chamber geometries with two planes of grid wires. Each

basic cell has 8 sense wires, 18 field •wires, and additional cathode and field cage wires. The

cell geometry in the (r,$) plane transverse to the beam direction is shown in figure 2. The

sense wires are staggered by ±100*im to resolve the left-right ambiguity. The wires are

strung along the direction of the beam tube in three layers of basic cells. The maximum

•wire length is 110 cm. The three layers of basic cells are built between four carbon fiber

cylinders. The parameters relevant to all three tracking chamber systems are listed in more

detail in Table L
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3. Outer Central Chambers

The outer central drift chamber is under construction at Stony Brook, and three

final modules have been tested extensively with cosmic rays. This chamber has four

cylindrical layers, each one divided in 32 cells in the (r,$) plane. Each cell contains 7 wires

and 2 delay lines parallel to the beam direction. Each particle traversing this chamber •will

be seen by 28 sense wires. Embedded in the sidewails of each cell are two delay lines for

measurement of the longitudinal coordinate. Figure 3 shows a portion of the end plate with

the outline for the sense wires, guard wires, and delay lines. The chamber operater at

atmospheric pressure and has been tested with "Mark EC gas (39b COa, 49b CH4t and 939b

Ax) and P10 gas (909b Ar and 109b CH4). The sense wires are staggered by ±200 Mm to

resolve the left-right ambiguity and subsequent layers are shifted by a half celL The basic

cell is formed from rohacell covered with epoxy coated kevlar cloth and wrapped with n

double layer of 0.002" Kapton. The field shaping electrodes are lines of conductive ink screen

printed onto the Kapton and are linked internally to resistive dividers. Table I gives

additional details about this detector. Results presented here for this chamber are mostly from

the cosmic ray tests and axe in good agreement with previous tests of prototype chambers at

Brookhaven National Laboratory [3l

4. Forward Chambers

The forward drift chambers are actually of two types, one with a radial wire

orientation and one with a wire orientation along cartesian coordinates, to measure principally

the $ and 6 angles, respectively. Figure 4 shows the wire orientation in both these types of

chambers. Some earlier test results of a prototype chamber have already been published[3].

The phi chamber has 16 layers of radial sense wires of length 50 cm. The maximum drift

distance is S3 cm. The chambers operate at atmospheric pressure with the same gas as the

outer central drift chamber. The phi chamber is sandwiched between two theta chambers

each with 8 layers of sense wires. Their orientation is shown in figure 4. The two theta

chambers are rotated by 45° with respect to one another. The sense wires in both the phi

and theta are staggered by ± 200 Mm. The full theta cells have two guard wires at ground

potential between pairs of sense wires. The phi cell has a single guard wire between sense

wires which is also held at ground potential. The top and bottom cell walls of the theta

chambers are kevlar-coated rohacell which are covered with copper traces on Kapton to form

the field-shaping electrodes. The side walls are 0.008" aluminum foil on Nomex honeycomb.
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The cell walls on the phi are etched O.OOl" aluminum strips on 0.005" G-10 to form the

field-shaping electrodes. The tops and bottoms are kevlar coated Nomex honeycomb with

copper traces on kapton. Table I also gives additional details about the forward chambers.

5. Electronics

The electronics for all the drift chambers are similar. The preamplifiers, which are

based on the Fujitsu MB43458[4] quad common base amplifier in & surface mount package,

are mounted in groups of eight channels on a hybrid that fits a regular 28-pin DIP socket

together with input protection circuitry. This hybrid also has small coupling capacitors to

inject test charges on each sense wire channel to verify the integrity of the whole electronics

chain. The signals are carried via coaxial cables from the chambers over a distance of about

15 m to the shaping circuitry[5]. The shaping circuit contains a video amplifier, two pole-zero

shaping circuits, a cable driving circuit, and circuitry to compensate for the coaxial cable

attenuation. The gain and shaping components are mounted on a separate header printed

circuit board for each channel so that they can be easily modified for each chamber to

accommodate different gains and pulse shapes. The shaped signals are transported about 45 m

to the digitizing circuitry on coaxial cables. The digitizers have 8 bit Sony flash analog to

digital converters (FADC) operated at 106 MHz. To extend the effective range from 8 bits to

9.5 bits the FADC is preceded by a bilinear amplifying network with programmable gain [6J.

To reduce the data collected to a manageable level the digitizer also contains a Fermilab

designed zero suppression chip and memory to sparcify the data in leal time as it is

collected[7]. The zero suppression chip is programmable to the extent that its thresholds are

set from memory to look for certain arrangements of the signal and the first difference of

the signal to determine if the data should be retained for further analysis. An example of

the digitizer output for the first eight wires in the phi forward chamber is shown in figure

5. The example shows the signal for a total of 52 iia without the zero suppression being

enabled. A second particle entered the chamber after the initial one and is visible late in the

signal traces. Wire 0 also contains a delayed reference pulse which is used to set the initial

time when the particle arrived at the chamber.

6. Spatial Resolution

The position resolution of these chambers has been measured under a variety of

different conditions. The vertex chamber resolution was measured in a test beam at BNL
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with 8-bit lOOMhz FADCs. As with the other chambers the programs to find the hits in

the data are based on looking at the successive first differences of the data to find where

the leading edge of the pulses are located[8]. The accuracy of a single wire is obtained by

examining the difference in time between any hit and the time average of the hits on the

two neighboring wires. The final resolution has to be corrected since the rms of the residual

includes' contributions from all three wires and not just the one in question. For equally

spaced wires this factor is just /Z/3. Figure 6 shows this resolution after corrections versus

the drift distance for the vertex chamber. A similar plot for the outer central drift chamber

which was obtained with cosmic rays is shown in figure 7. Figure 8 shows the resolution

for the forward drift chamber as obtained in a test beam at Fermilab. This resolution is

worse than previously measured[3] due to electronic noise and is currently being investigated.

The t"«TimnTn drift distance for the outer central and forward chamber is 7 ran and 53 cm,

respectively, while that of the vertex detector is 1.6 cm.

7. Two Particle Separation

The primary reason that we require FADCs as fast as 100 MHz is to be able to

separate two closely spaced tracks in the data. As was shown sarlier[3] this sampling

frequency is not required for the position resolution, but rather for the two hit separation

and the dE/dx, Figures 9 and 10 show the two hit separation limits for the vertex and

forward drift chambers. These plots are obtained by superimposing tracks from one event

onto another but at a known time from the first hits. This modified data is then processed

again by the same hit finding routines to see how often they find the second hits as a

function of the known time delay. The vertex chamber sees the second hit 84 ns (0.7 mm)

later with a 90% efficiency. The outer central chamber and the forward chamber are quite

similar with their wire spacing, gas gain and see the second hit 90% of the time after a

2 mm separation. These results were obtained without any pulse shaping and 'will improve

with appropriate shaping.

8. dE/dx

The D0 detector does not have a central magnetic field. This means that e+e" pairs

from 7 conversions inside the central detector are most likely to overlap in space within the

resolution of this detector (the transition radiation detector will allow us to identify the e

and e"). If a 7 converts in the outer wall of the TRD, the inner wall of the outer centre!



detector, or material in front of the forward chambers, the TRD is not effective to identify

these electrons. The inner vertex detector will provide rejection of these tracks by the lack

of a charged track. To provide additional rejection at large anglt and in the forward

direction where the vertex detector does not cover, it is necessary that the drift chambers be

able to distinguish t e gairs from singly-ionizing particles. Figure 11 shows how well the

outer central chamber identifies doubly ionizing tracks from singly-ionizing tracks. The d&ta

for this study was obtained by using a 0.8 GeV/c momentum proton beam and 6 GeV/c

pion beam at BNL. The plot shows the average of the lowest 21 samples of the available 32

for the "electrons" (singly-ionizing picns) and "pairs" (doubly-ionizing low energy protons). If

one requires to be able to identify singly-ionizing tracks with 95% efficiency, then less than

19b of the pairs wil l be misidentified as singly-ionizing tracks.

9. Alternate Coordinate Readout

Each of the drift chamber systems obtains one coordinate from the time of drift

information. The wire stagger in each cell helps to resolve the left-right ambiguity inherent

in the drift chambers. To obtain the second coordinate in the cells, along the direction of the

wires, ihe vertex chamber relies on charge division and helical pad readouts. The sense wires

are resistive so that by reading out and comparing the charge signal at each end of the wire

the location of a hit can be calculated. The accuracy that is anticipated with this technique

is ± 1 cm. This technique becomes confused when the cells occupancy exceeds several

particles. To aid the charge division coordinate measurement, helical pads have been added to

the vertex chamber. This technique has small rectangular pads that see an induced signal

from a small portion of several rinse wires. The pads are connected together in a helical

pattern around the chamber. Each of the three layers in the vertex chamber has helical pads

on the inner and outer wire of that layer except for the innermost layer which has none

due to a lack of space. The pads are expected to locate the hits in the wires direction with

an accuracy of ± 0 . 4 cm. The outer central chamber uses delay lines to resolve the location

along the sense wire. Each of the four layers in this detector has a delay line embedded in

the chamber wall located just below the inner wire and just above the outer wire. The

delay lines accuracy has been measured to be better than ±0.4 cm and is shown over a

length of 1 m in figure 12. The forward theta chambers U3e the fame delay lines. Each of

the theta cells has one delay line located just underneath the last sense wire. The accuracy

here will be the same as the outer central detector.



10. Summary

Each of the components of the central tracking chambers of the D0 experiment has

been tested with particles. The position resolution in the vertex chamber is measured to be in

the range of 30 to 80-. Mm over the drift distance of 2 to 11 mm. The outer central

chamber has a measured accuracy of 170 to 190 ma. over a drift distance-up to 6.5 cm. The

forward chambers have a similar position resolution. The delay lines give a resolution of

approximately ±0.4 cm along the directions of the sense wire. Construction is currently

underway on all these chambers and it is anticipated that they will all be completed by l&e

summer of 1989 in time for installation later that year.
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Table I

Detector Specifications

Vertex Chamber

Maximum length

Radial Interval

Number of cell layers

Maximum drift distance

Radial wire interval

Number of sense 'wires per cell

Number of sense wires

Number of helical pad readouts

Total number of readout channels

Tested with gas

Pressure of gas

Drift field

Sense wire potential

Diameter of sense wire

Diameter of guard wire

Outer Central Drift Chamber

Length

Radial interval

Number of cell layers

Maximum drift distance

Sense wire staggering

Number of guard wires per sense wire

Radial wire interval

Number of sense wires in cell

Number of sense wires

Number of delay lines

Total number of readout channels

Tested with gas

Pressure of gas

Drift field

Sense wire potential

Diameter of sense wire

116.8 cm

3.7 to 16.2 cm

3

16 mm

4.57 mm

8

640

768

2048

Dimethyl ether

atmospheric

23 KV/cm

+2S KV

25 nm NiCoTin

152 inn Au-plated Al

179.4 cm

51.8 to 71.9 cm

4

7 cm

0 3. mm

2

6 mm

7

896

256

1408

P10 and Mark II

atmospheric

650 V/cm

+1.5KV

0.03 mm



Diameter of guard wire 0.127 mm

Forward/ Backward Drift Chambers

Theta modules

z interval

Radial interval ••

Number of cells in radius

Maximum drift distance

Sense wire staggering

Number of guard wires per sense wire

Sense wire separation

Number of sense wires in z per cell

Number of delay lines per cell

Number of sense wires per end

Number of delay line readout per end

Total number of readout channels per end

Tested with gases

Pressure of gas

Drift field

Sense wire potential

Diameter of sense wire

Diameter of guard wire

104.8 to 111.2 and 128.8 to 135.2 cm

11 to 62 cm .

6

S3 cm

0.2 mm

2

8 mm

8

1

384

96

480

P10 and Mark H

atmospheric

1.0 KV/cm

+1.5KV

30*tm

163jun

Phi Modules

z interval

Radial interval

Maximum drift distance

Sense wire staggering

Number of guard wires per sense wire

Sense wire separation

Number of wires in z per cell

Angular interval of cell

Number of wires per end

Total number of readout channels per end

Tested with gas

113.0 to 127.0 cm

11 to 6 1 3 cm

S3 cm

0.2 mm

1

8 mm

16

10*

576

576

Mark II
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Pressure of gas atmospheric

Drift field 1.0 KV/cm

Sense "wire potential +1.5KV

Diameter of sense wire 30jun

Diameter of guard'-wire 163pm
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Figure captions

1. Side view of the central tracking portion of the D0 detector.

2. End view of one quarter of the wire plate for the vertex detector showing the three

staggered layers. •• ,

3. View of the end of tL-ee segments of the four layers of the outer central tracking

chamber showing the locations of sense and guard wires and delay lines.

4. View of the theta and phi chambers of the forward drift detector showing the beam

view of the detectors. Some wires are indicated in this figure.

5. Example of the FADC output of 8 wires in the phi chambers. Two particles are visible

-within the 5.2 (is visible in the plot. The sharp spike on channel 7 is a timing pulse

superimposed on the data.

6. Single hit accuracy versus drift distance in the vertex detector.

7. Single hit accuracy versus drift distance in the outer central detector.

8. Single hit accuracy versus drift distance in the forward phi detector. The different

symbols are for horizontal beam sweeps across different locations in the detector.

9. Efficiency for two particle identification versus the hit separation for the vertex

detector.

10. Efficiency for two particle identification versus the hit separation for the forward theta

detector.

11. dE/dx for simulated electrons and e e pairs as measured in the outer central detector.

12. Delay line resolution.
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